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Acoustical tweezers based on focalized acoustical vortices hold the promise of precise contactless
3D manipulation of millimeter down to sub-micrometer particles, microorganisms and cells with
unprecedented combined selectivity and trapping force. Yet, the widespread dissemination of this
technology has been hindered by severe limitations of current systems in terms of performance and/or
miniaturization and integrability. In this paper, we unleash the potential of focalized acoustical
vortices by developing the first flat, compact, single-electrodes focalized acoustical tweezers. These
tweezers rely on holographic Archimedes-Fermat spiraling transducers obtained by folding a spherical
acoustical vortex on a flat piezoelectric substrate. We demonstrate the ability of these tweezers to
grab and displace micrometric objects in a standard microfluidic environment with unique selectivity.
The simplicity of this system and its scalability to higher frequencies opens tremendous perspectives
in microbiology, microrobotics and microscopy.
INTRODUCTION
The precise contactless manipulation of physical and
biological objects at micrometric down to nanometric
scales promises tremendous development in fields as di-
verse as microrobotics, tissue engineering or micro/nano-
medicine. In this regard, acoustical tweezers is a promi-
nent technology since it is non-invasive, biocompatible
[1–3], label-free and enables trapping forces several or-
ders of magnitudes larger than their optical counterparts
at same actuation power [4, 5]. First reported observa-
tions of particles levitation in acoustic wavefields date
back to the work of Boyle and Lehmann [6]. Neverthe-
less, only recent simultaneous developments of advanced
wave synthesis systems, microfluidic setups and theory
of acoustic radiation pressure enabled to harness the po-
tential of acoustophoresis [5, 7–19]. Until recently, the
vast majority of acoustical tweezers relied on a single or
a set of orthogonal standing waves that create a network
of nodes and antinodes where particles are trapped [7–
12, 14, 16–18]. These systems are highly efficient for the
collective manipulation of particles and cells but the mul-
tiplicity of traps and the agglomeration of several parti-
cle at the same node or antinode preclude any selectivity.
While limited localization of the acoustic energy can be
achieved by the original sub-time-of-flight technics [20],
only strong focalization of wavefields enables selectively
at the single particle level. Focalized acoustic waves are
natural candidates to achieve this localization [21–23],
but many particles of practical interest migrate to the
nodes of standing wavefields like rigid particles and cells
[24, 25] and are thus expelled from the wave focus. This
radial expelling and the condition to get a restoring axial
force are the main difficulties that thwarted research on
selective acoustical tweezers. The combination of strong
localization and the existence of a minimum of the pres-
sure wavefield at the focus point surrounded by a bright
ring is fulfilled by so-called cylindrical or spherical acous-
tical vortices, some helical waves spinning around a phase
singularity [26–29]. These waves are the separate variable
solutions of Helmholtz equation in cylindrical and spher-
ical coordinates respectively. The former are invariant
in the z-direction and thus enable only 2D particle trap-
ping, while focalized spherical vortices enable 3D parti-
cle trapping with a single beam, as first demonstrated
theoretically by Baresch et al. [4, 29], following recent
developments in the theory of acoustic radiation force
[30, 31]. A wealth of systems [5, 13, 15, 19, 28, 32–37]
have been proposed since the seminal work by Marston
[27] for the synthesis of acoustical vortices. Neverthe-
less the ability to obtain a 3D trap and to pick up one
particle independently of its neighbors was only demon-
strated recently by Baresch et al [5] .This operation re-
quires a strong focalization of the acoustical vortex [29].
In addition, all acoustical vortices synthesis systems de-
veloped up to date rely on either arrays of transducers
[5, 13, 15, 28, 32, 33] or passive systems [35–37] that are
cumbersome, hardly miniaturizable and not compatible
with microscopes or microfluidics chips. Recently, Riaud
et al. [19] showed that it is possible to generate cylin-
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2drical acoustical vortices with swirling surface acoustic
waves synthesized with spiraling InterDigitated Trans-
ducers (IDTs) printed at the surface of a piezoelectric
substrate. This system is flat, transparent, compatible
with disposable substrates and its fabrication with stan-
dard lithography is straightforward to miniaturize and
cheap as proved by its widespread use in modern elec-
tronic devices [38]. This wave synthesis system neverthe-
less suffers from major limitations: (i) lateral focalization
of cylindrical acoustical vortices is weaker than 3D focal-
ization of their spherical counterparts and leads to the
existence of spurious secondary rings of weaker amplitude
(see Fig. 2.e) that can also trap particles, hence severely
limiting the tweezers selectivity, (ii) the anisotropy of
piezoelectric substrates leads to an anisotropy of surface
waves and hence of the trapping force, (iii) 3D trapping
is not possible with cylindrical acoustical vortices. In
summary, the swirling SAW technology has come with
its own set of challenges and limitations, and a paradigm
shift is needed to reach true selectivity without compro-
mising on miniaturization.
In this paper, we harness the potential of selec-
tive acoustical tweezers by folding an isotropic focalized
acoustical vortex on a flat surface and synthesize it with
single spiraling interdigitated electrodes reminiscent of a
Archimedes-Fermat spiral. The radial contraction of the
spiral enables wave focusing without the requirement of
a curved transducer or a lens, a major advantage com-
pared to existing systems. In addition the limitations
of the cylindrical vortex based tweezers are overcome.
We demonstrate the high selectivity of this tweezer (i)
by measuring the acoustic field with a laser interferome-
ter and quantifying the fast radial decrease of secondary
rings and (ii) by selectively trapping and moving one par-
ticle independently of its neighbors in a standard mi-
crofluidic environment.
a. b. c.
d. e.
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FIG. 1. a. Scheme illustrating the composition of the Archimedes-Fermat acoustical tweezers: A focalized acoustical vortex is
synthesized by spiraling metallic electrodes sputtered at the surface of a piezoelectric substrate. The vortex propagates and
focalizes inside a glass slide (sealed with the piezoelectric substrate) and a mobile glass coverslip before reaching the liquid
contained in a PDMS chamber, wherein the particle is trapped. The mobility of the microfluidic chip (glass coverslip + sealed
PDMS chamber) is enabled by a liquid couplant and a manual precision displacement setup represented on Fig.e.. b. Spiraling
pattern of the electrodes obtained from approximate equation (2) with z¯ = 55.4 and m = 1. c. Scheme introducing the spherical
(r, θ, ϕ) and cylindrical coordinates (ρ, ϕ, z) used for the demonstration of equation (2). d. Comparison of the compactness
of the Archimedes-Fermat acoustical tweezers presented in this paper (left) to the transducer array of ref. [5] (right). This
figure also shows the transparency of the Archimeded-Fermat acoustical tweezers (particles are trapped on the central axis of
the transducer). e. Picture showing the integration of the Archimedes-Fermat acoustical tweezers into a Leica Z16 macroscope.
Four tweezers have been patterned on a 3 inch LiNb03 wafer.
3MATERIALS AND METHODS
Theory: Folding a spherical acoustical vortex on a
flat surface.
Spherical acoustical Bessel beams (spherical vortices)
constitute excellent candidates to create localized acous-
tic trap. Indeed, these acoustic fields both focalize the
acoustic energy in 3D and create a shadow zone at the
center of the vortex surrounded by a bright shell, wherein
particles can be trapped [29]. In the same way that
a plane standing wave can be seen as the combination
of two counter-propagating traveling waves, a spherical
Bessel beam results from the interference between a con-
verging and a diverging spherical Hankel beam (of the
first and second kind respectively). Hence a Bessel beam
can be produced by a single Hankel converging beam,
which will interfere with its diverging counterpart gener-
ated at the focus, i.e. at the vortex central singularity.
In this paper, we demonstrate that converging Hankel
beams can be synthesized by materializing the intersec-
tions between some isophases surfaces and a plane, with
metallic electrodes sputtered at the surface of a piezoelec-
tric substrate (see Fig. 1 a.). Indeed, the electric excita-
tion of these electrodes provokes localized vibrations of
the piezoelectric substrate, which in turn produce a bulk
acoustic vortex inside a glass slide. This original holo-
graphic method combines the underlying physical prin-
ciples of Fresnel lenses in optics (wherein an isophase is
folded on a flat surface), the specificity of Bessel beams
topology and the principles of wave synthesis with IDTs
in the field of microelectronics.
The general expression of a Hankel spherical vortex in
the complex plane is given by
Ψ∗(r, θ, ϕ) = AhlPml (cos(θ))e
i(−mϕ+ωt),
with r, θ, ϕ the spherical coordinates, k = ω/ca the wave
number, ca the sound speed, A > 0 the wave amplitude,
Pml the Legendre polynomial of order (l, m), ω the fre-
quency, t the time and hl the spherical Hankel function of
the first kind. To compute the intersection of the Hankel
beam with a plane, we introduce the cylindrical coordi-
nates ρ, ϕ, z, with: r =
√
ρ2 + z2 and z the axis normal
to the plane (see Fig. 1.c). For the sake of simplicity
we also introduce the dimensionless parameters r¯ = kr,
ρ¯ = kρ, z¯ = kz. In the far field (z¯  1 and thus r¯  1),
Hankel functions of the first kind can be approximated by
hl(r¯) = (−i)l+1eir¯/r¯ and thus isophases of Ψ∗ are simply
given by the equation:
φ = arg(Ψ∗) = arg(hl(r¯)) + arg(ei(−mϕ+ωt)) (1)
≈ r¯ − (l + 1)pi
2
−mϕ+ ωt = C1
with C1 a constant. Since t and the constant (left hand
side) are arbitrary chosen, this equation reduces to the
simple expression: φ = r¯−mϕ = C2, with r¯ =
√
ρ¯2 + z¯2
and C2 a constant.
Because of the piezoelectric effect, the mechanical vi-
brations of the bulk acoustic waves are coupled to the
electrical potential. Following the principle of wave syn-
thesis with IDTs, we model the electrodes as perfect wires
(isopotential lines). If we consider two spirals in oppo-
sition of phase (∆φ = pi), we obtain the following polar
equations of the metallic tracks:
ρ¯ =
√
(mϕ+ C2)2 − z¯2 and ρ¯ =
√
(mϕ+ C2 + pi)2 − z¯2
(2)
These simple equations correspond to spirals, as rep-
resented on Fig. 1.b (with z¯ = 55.4, m = 1). It is an in-
termediate situation between the Fermat spiral (ρ¯ ∝ ϕ2)
and the Archimedes spiral (ρ¯ ∝ ϕ). The radial distance
between consecutive elecrodes decreases progressively (as
shown by the second derivative of these equations) and
the spirals converge asymptotically toward Archimedes
arithmetic spirals of equation ρ¯ = mϕ+K (with K = 0
or pi). This geometric regression of the radial distance
between consecutive tracks ensures the beam focusing.
A pure Archimedes spiral would generate a cylindrical
vortex invariant in the z direction, while a pure Fermat
spiral would require an infinitely thick substrate. We can
note that equation (2) is only a far-field approximation
of the exact solution of the problem. The exact shape of
the spirals can be obtained by solving directly the non-
linear equation (1). We solved numerically this equation
with an interior-point method and observed that the ap-
proximate and exact spirals only differ in the vicinity of
the spiral center (see Image I1 in SM). Since the center
of the spiral is not materialized in the present tweezers
(to leave space for visualization), this difference does not
affect the synthesized wavefield.
Experimental design of the tweezer.
Experimentally, a system was designed to synthesize
focalized vortices of topological order (l,m) = (1, 1) at
frequency f = ω/2pi = 4.4 MHz. This system relies on
spiraling metallic electrodes sputtered at the surface of a
0.5mm thick Y-36 Niobate Lithium (LiNbO3) piezoelec-
tric substrate following a standard lift-off procedure: (i)
a negative mask with the electrodes represented on Fig.
1.b is obtained with high resolution printing, (ii) a sacrifi-
cial layer (photoresist AZnLOF2020) of thickness 3 µm is
deposited on the substrate and patterned using conven-
tional photholithography technique, (iv) a titanium (Ti)
layer of 20 nm and a gold (Au) layer of 200 nm are succes-
sively sputtered on the LiNbO3 substrate and (v) the sac-
rificial layer is washed out with N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone
(NMP) based solvent stripper. The vibration of these spi-
raling electrodes driven by a TEKTRONIX AFG3051C
4waveform generator and a AR150A250 amplifier instills
a converging Hankel beam inside a borofloat glass slide
of 6.5 mm thickness glued at the surface of the piezo-
electric substrate with EPO-TEK 301-2 (see Fig. 1a).
The properties of the glass slide is chosen to match the
acoustic properties of a mobile borofloat glass coverslip
of 150µm thickness supporting a PDMS channel of 300
µm depth glued with O2 plasma. The microfluidic chip
(glass coverslip + PDMS chamber) containing the par-
ticles is coupled with the glass slide with a drop of oil
and moved with a manual precision displacement setup
(Fig. 1e.). The electrodes are designed (i) to generate
transverse waves of speed cT into the glass slide, (ii) to
obtain a focalization at the surface of the coverslip and
thus enable optimal wave localization in the microfluidic
chamber and (iii) to obtain a transducer aperture of 64o.
Transverse waves in the glass were chosen owing to their
lower sound speed (cT = 3280ms
−1 ), which ensures bet-
ter transmission of the acoustic energy from the glass to
the liquid. The resulting acoustic field at the surface of
the glass coverslip (focal plane, z=0) was measured with
a UHF-120 Polytec laser vibrometer
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FIG. 2. a. Numerical predictions with angular spectrum and b. experimental measurements with a UHF-120 Polytec laser
interferometer of the normalized intensity of the vibration at the surface of the glass coverslip (focal plane, (z = 0)). The
maximum amplitude measured experimentally (on the first ring) is 10nm. c.Numerical predictions with angular spectrum
and d. experimental measurements with the laser interferometer of the phase of the acoustic wave at the surface of the glass
coverslip. e. Radial evolution of the normalized intensity of the acoustic wave from the center of the vortex to the side, as a
function of the lateral radius r in mm. Black solid line: average over all angles ϕ of the intensity measured experimentally.
Red dashed line: evolution expected for a cylindrical vortex (cylindrical Bessel function). Blue dashed-dotted line: evolution
expected for a spherical vortex (spherical Bessel). Red dotted line: asymptotic evolution in 1/r. Blue dotted line: asymptotic
evolution in 1/r2. f. Evolution of the field intensity (up) and phase (down) in the z direction. The direction of the arrow
indicates the wave propagation direction. Left to right: distances z = 6, 4, 2, 0 mm respectively (z = 0 corresponds to the focal
plane). The upper part of the figure shows the focalization of the acoustic energy and the formation of a localized trap. The
lower part shows the transition from a Hankel to a Bessel spherical beam.
Numerical prediction of the resulting acoustic field.
Predictions of the acoustic field expected at the surface
of the glass coverslip (in contact with the liquid) were
obtained by propagating the vibrations produced by the
spiraling transducers in the glass slide and coverslip with
an angular spectrum code [39]. This latter method relies
on (i) the 2D spatial Fourier transform of a wave field in
a source plane (electrode plane), (ii) the propagation of
each corresponding plane wave in the Fourier space to a
target plane and (iii) the inverse Fourier transform of the
5result.
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FIG. 3. a. Selective manipulation of a 75 ±2µm radius polystyrene particle with the 4.4 MHz selective acoustical tweezers
based on Archimedes-Fermat spirals. This figure shows that only the particle trapped at the center of the vortex (located just
above the lowest arrow as shown on movie M3 in SM) is moved while the other particles remain still. The particles at rest
have been colored to improve the readability of the figure. See also supplementary movie M2 in SM. b.c. Patterning of 18
polystyrene particles (radius 75 ±2µm) into prescribed position to form the letters MOV (Moving Object with Vortices). b.
Initial state: particles randomly dispersed. c. Final states: organized particles.
RESULTS
We first compared the acoustic field measured experi-
mentally to numerical predictions obtained from angular
spectrum (see Fig. 2a-d and movie M1 in SM). Excel-
lent agreement between numerical predictions and exper-
iments is obtained for both the intensity (Fig. 2.a and
b) and the phase (Fig. 2.c and d) of the wavefield. In
addition, the radial evolution of the rings intensity (in
the (x, y) plane) measured experimentally and averaged
over all angles ϕ (black continuous line) is compared to (i)
the radial evolution of a cylindrical vortex (red dashed
line) and (ii) the radial evolution of a spherical vortex
(blue dashed-dotted line on Fig. 2e). This figure shows
(i) that the radial evolution of the vortex intensity mea-
sured experimentally closely follows the one of a spherical
vortex and (ii) that the intensity of secondary rings de-
creases much faster for spherical vortices (∝ 1/r2) than
for cylindrical vortices (∝ 1/r). Since radiation pressure
is proportional to the intensity of the beam, it means that
the selectivity is greatly enhanced by the axial focusing
of the beam, compared to cylindrical vortices. Thus 3D
focalization of the energy is a major advantage for se-
lective manipulation of particles. The slight differences
between the experimentally measured field and the spher-
ical Bessel function can be explained by the fact that we
do not literally synthesize a spherical Bessel vortex. In-
deed the phase of our signal matches the one of a spheri-
cal vortex but not the radial evolution of the amplitude.
To demonstrate the selectivity of this acoustical
tweezer, i.e. its ability to pick up one particle and
move it independently of its neighbors, we dispersed some
monodisperse polystyrene particles of 75 ± 2 µm radius
inside a microfluidic chamber of 300 microns height and
then picked one particle and moved it around between
the other particles. The power of our beam was chosen
to produce a sufficient force to move the target particle
while keeping the second ring magnitude sufficiently weak
not to be able to trap particles. Fig. 3.a and movie M2
in SM clearly show that as long as the distance between
6the transported particle and the other particles remains
larger than the radius of the first ring, only the trapped
particles moves. Of course, when the first ring touches
a particle located outside it, then the particle is pushed
away since the rings are repulsive. It is important to note
that, in this video, the center of the vortex is located at
the tip of the bottom arrow where the particle is trapped
(as demonstrated by the scan of the acoustic field, Movie
M3 in SM). We additionally demonstrated the tweezers
ability to precisely position a set of 18 polystyrene parti-
cles of 75 ± 2 µm radius in a prescribed pattern (MOV:
Moving Objects with Vortices), starting from randomly
distributed particles (see Fig. 3b-c).
DISCUSSION
Acoustic tweezers have long faced a trade-off between
selectivity and miniaturization/integrability. These re-
strictions have so far prevented the development of many
applications in microfluidics and microbiology. In this
paper, these limitations are overcome by unifying the
physical principles of (i) acoustic trapping with spherical
vortices, (ii) holographic wave synthesis with interdigi-
tated transducers and (iii) Fresnel lenses, inside a single
compact transparent miniaturized device. With this mi-
crosystem, we demonstrate the contactless manipulation
of particles in a standard microscopy environment with
state of the art selectivity. Owing to the simplicity of the
technology and its scalability to higher frequencies, this
work paves the way towards individual manipulation and
in-situ assembly of physical and biological micro-objects.
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at
...
Image S1: Comparison of the shape of the electrodes
obtained by approximated equation (2) and exact
equation (1).
Movie M1: Movie showing an animation of the vortex
measured experimentally with the laser interferometer.
Movie M2: Movie showing the selective manipulation
of a 75 ± 2µm radius polystyrene particle with the 4.4
MHz selective acoustical tweezers based on Archimedes-
Fermat spirals.
Movie M3: Movie showing the localization of the vortex
core compared to the localization of the arrows.
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